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work, if they had collected the as to the 
bathymetricallimits of the forms m some con
spicuous form, as has been done m the Challenger or 
of the Blake Reports. With the absence of such a list or 
table, we have also to regret that the authors have ab
stained from giving us an account of. the general results of 
their observations ; an account which would have been 
all the more valuable, as it would have proceeded from 
competent men who_wt;re able to fo_rm a judgment 
from their personal mtimate acquamtance :With the sub
ject. They evidently laboured under great 
they (as they state) had commenced the w?rk m 1881, 
revising· and rewriting it thrice ; it was wntten at odd 
hours snatched from administrative duties, always under 
the pressure of haste ; whilst _later, serious delayed 
its. printing. Under such circumstances It Is not to be 
wondered at, that not a few errors, of commission and 
omission, have crept in, which _the would or could 
have avoided if they had been m a pos1t10n t.o apply then!-
selves with care proportionate to the magmtude of their 
task. Thus even the Challenger Report on the pelagic fishes 
seems to have come to their knowledge at a time when 
it was too late to fully utilise it, as might have been done, 
at least, in the Appendix at the end of the work. 
Lycodes murama all to the descnp
tion and figure, and to Its abundance m the Faoroe 
Channel is omitted. Of other blunders of a more or less 
serious nature we will mention one only, viz. the use of 
the same figu;e for two fishes of different families. Fig. 
42 is a reduced outline-copy taken from the figure of 
Alepocephalus niger in the Challenger Report; the same 
figure, but with the addition of scales, is 
under No. 52, where it does duty for Bathythnssa 
dorsalis! 

But this is not the place to enter critically into 
which in due time will be corrected by the specialist ; 
they may be annoying to him, but will lit_tle interfe:e 
with the usefulness of the book to every one mterested m 
the subject, and will not weaken the impe_tus which th!s 
work cannot fail to give to the prosecutiOn of oceamc 
ichthyology. We have to deplore the premature death 
of one of the authors, Dr. Brown Goode ; but it is some 
satisfaction to know that he lived, at least, long enough to 
see the completion of a work_ whi_ch must have J;>een to 
him, as it is to us, and as It will be to postenty, the 
lasting record of his untiring devotion to one of great 
tasks of his life, viz. the exploration of the manne fauna 
of his country. There was no more earnest and unselfish 
searcher of truth · and we have no doubt that, had he 
been spared, he .:Vould have redeemed his promise to 
work out the general results of his study of the pelagic 
and bathybial fish-faunas. 

The second publication 1 to which we draw 
treats of qceanic fishes of the Eastern Atlantic. It IS 
part of a series of volumes published by the Prince. of 
Monaco, and descriptive of the results of the cruises which 
he undertook in the yacht Hirondelle in the years 1885 to 
1888. Profiting by the experiences of the Briti_sh and 
American expeditions, and personally possessmg an 
intimate knowledge of every technical detail, he adapted 
his vessels especially for deep-sea work, and fitted them 
with the most perfect appara,tus. In the volume before 
us the fishes are described which were collected, during 
the period named, between the Bay of Biscay and the 
Azores, and between the Azores and Newfoundland ; 
they are ninety-five in number, of which about one-half_ are 
bathybial or pelagic. Prof. Collett, to whom the examma
tion and description of these materials were entrusted, 
has carried out this task with the same care which has 
rendered his Report on the Fishes of the Norwegian 

1 Resultats des Campagnes Scientifiques accomplies sur son Yacht par 
Albert rer Prince Souverain de Monaco. Fasc. x. Poissons provenant 
des campagnes du yacht Hirondelle (rSSs-8). Par Robert Collett. Monaco, 
I896. 4to,,pp. viii + 198. With six double plates. 
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I North Atlantic Expedition so valuable a contribution to 
our knowledge of the distribution of deep-sea fishes, as 
well as of their distinctive characters and structure. Six 
new species have been added to the Atlantic fauna in the 
present report. Some of the deep-sea forms were cap
tured by a method not employed in previous expeditions, 
viz. by sinking baited traps to a depth of 1000 fathoms, 
thus securing species which, for some reason or other, 
were never captured by thetrawl of the Hirondelle. We 
cannot conclude this short notice without referring to the 
great artistic beauty of the i-llustrations of the work ; 
neither can we refrain from expressing our admiration of 
the scientific spirit which has led the Prince to devote so 
much of his leisure and wealth to the advancement of 
knowledge. 

We have included the last of the three publications on 
deep-sea fishes in the present notice, in order to show 
that even at a small expenditure of time and money 
excellent results may be obtained in oceanic exploration. 
The cruise of the French ship Caudan was an undertaking 
of very modest pretension. Being much in need of deep
sea material for purposes of instruction, R. Koehler, Pro
fessor of Zoology at the University of Lyons, a 
short cruise in the Bay of Biscay. The sums reqmred to 
defray expenses for the necessary apparatus were obtained 
by donations from scientific institutions of Lyons, Nancy 
and Toulouse, whilst the Minister of the Marine placed 
the steamer Caudan, of 65o-horse power, at the disposal of 
Prof. Koehler for a fortnight. In this short time (August 
1895) M. Koehler, in company with three of his colleagues, 
employed the trawl thirty times, in depths varying from 
6o to 1200 fathoms, and was so successful that the results 
just published fill a handsome octavo volume of 741 pages 
and 39 plates. Its title is "Resultats scientifiques de Ia 

I 
Campagne du Ca11dan dans le Golfe_ de Gascoigne .. Par 
R. Koehler." (Pans, 1 8g6.) The species of fishes obtamed, 
thirty-five in number, are described on pages 475 to sz6, 
and some of the more remarkable forms figured on plates 
26 and 27. Five of the species are described as new, 
whilst the discovery, in the Bay of Biscay, of others known 
to exist in other most remote parts of the ocean, adds 
further evidence of the remarkable fact of the uniformity 
of the abyssal fauna all over the globe. 

Prof. Koehler's experiences of the effect of formalde
hyde in the preservation of deep-sea fishes, are well worthy 
of the notice -of future collectors. It is well known that 
the tissues of many deep-sea fishes are of extreme soft
ness and fragility; by immersion in spirits sufficiently 
strong for preservation, these tissues are much contracted, 
the natural shape of the fish often being distorted. This 
is entirely avoided by the use of the usual 40 per cent. 
formaldehyde, mixed with twenty times its volume of 
water. The specimens, however, have to be transferred 
into spirits after some days, because the formaldehyde 
has been observed to entirely destroy black pigment in a 
very short time. A .. G. 

THE MEMORIAL STATUE OF SIR RICHARD 
OWEN. 

SIR RICHARD OWEN'S whale has been removed 
from its familiar place in the Natural History 

Museum, and a fine bronze statue of the great naturalist, 
I by Mr. T. Brock, R.A., now forms the most conspicuous 

feature on the floor of the central hall of that institution. 
The first view of the statue, as it is seen from the entrance 
to the Museum, is not prepossessing. Visitors whose 
business takes them to either of the departments on the 
ground-floor, pass by with only an uninteresting view of 
a skull-cap, a vertically corrugated doctor's robe, and 
a pair of flaps hanging from the ar!:J?s, suggestive of 
the rigid "primaries" of a wmgs. . The front 
view of the statue, however, IS far more pleas mg. Owen 
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is represented as a teacher : he holds a bone in one 
hand, while the other is outstretched, as if it l1ad just 
been pointing to some feature in the specimen ; the 
attitude is easy and natural, so that it does not force 
itself into notice, and the face at once absorbs attention. 
The likeness is said to be very successful by some of 
those who knew Sir Richard Owen most intimately. The 
lines of the face suggest power and vigour ; the deeply
shrunk eyes look intently forward ; the whole ex
pression is that of a teacher who is speaking with 
authority, and expects to carry conviction rather than to 
win it. At the same time the side view of the face gives 
a suggestiOn of that kindliness to which Owen owed so 
much of his social charm. The selection of the specimen 
which Owen holds in his hand is happy. It is a' Dinornis 
femur, and reminds us that it was after an examination 
of an odd fragment of this bone that Owen, in 1839, 
predicted that birds larger than the ostrich would be 
found to have once lived in New Zealand. 

The new statue has one great advantage over that of 
Darwin, which stands on the staircase at the other end 
of the hall ; for its material is bronze instead of marble. 
Although marble is perhaps the more useful medium for 
statues of ideal characters like Donatelli's St. George, 
bronze appears to·give more pleasing representations of 
individual men. 

Mr. Brock is warmly to be congratulated on his success
ful statue, which will permanently remind the public of 
the services of the great naturalist, to whose persistent 
agitation we owe the great Museum, that will ever be 
the truest monument of his life and influence. 

PLAN TO GENERATE ELECTRICITY AT 
THE NILE CATARACTS. 

T HE Department ofPublic Works in Egypt has long been 
engaged on plans for dams on the Nile to improve 

the irrigation. Having lately learnt that the vast energy 
now wasted in the rapids, generally called cataracts, on 
the Nile might be converted into electric power, and con
veyed even to considerable distances, where an economical 
form of power would tend greatly to the development and 
wealth of the country, they asked Prof. George Forbes to go 
to Egypt during the period of high Nile, and to investi
gate and survey the localities where power might be 
developed to a point as far south as the Egyptian frontier. 
Prof. Forbes was asked to report on the capabilities 
of all the rapids, and prepare plans and estimates for 
works both in conjunction with, and independent of, the 
proposed irrigation dams. The Report, which is to be 
completed by September 1898, will further embody the 
scheme for transmitting the electric power to places where 
it is wanted. 

The principal demands for power which are immediately 
apparent are (1) for railways, (2) for pumping in connec
tion with irrigation, and (3) for the large sugar factories 
which are now established. The existence of this power 
will doubtless also stimulate other industries. 

Prof. Forbes has satisfied himself, by personal in
spection, that the works required would not be too 
expensive, and that the economical distance of trans
mission reaches the. places where there is demand for 
power. The high and low Nile conditions are very 
different, but this presents no insurmountable obstacle. 
At the first cataract the available power is at high Nile 
soo,ooo h.p., at low Nile 35,000 h.p. 

The pumping works to be started will reclaim vast 
areas, and raise additional crops on areas now cultivated. 

For 4000 years every improvement in the condition 
of Egypt has come from the Nile and irrigation. So it 
will be in the future. But it must also be remembered 
that the sugar-cane industry has already developed to 
an important extent of late years. The factories use a 
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great deal of power, and the lands growing cane require 
irrigation by pumps. Here there is an immense field for 
using cheap power. 

The first cataract is the most important to utilise, but 
the others must also be taken in hand. As an example, 
before the Mahdi's time, the province of Dongola had 
Sooo sakias for pumping water of irrigation, now nearly 
all gone. Thes.e used eight head of cattle each, costing 
rol. a head. Here is a capital expenditure of 64o,ooo/., 
which will now be saved by using electric pumps, the cost 
of which is far less. The construction of the desert railway 
from Wady Haifa to Abu Hamed would have been robbed 
of its difficulties as to water and coal if electric instead of 
steam locomotives had been used. 

NOTES 
THE first of the two conversaziones held annually at the 

Royal Society will take place on Wednesday, May 19. This is 
the conversazione to which gentlemen only are invited. 

THE Paris Municipal Council has voted a sum of 5000 

francs (zoo!.) towards the cost of installation and maintenance 
of a laboratory for Rontgen photography at the Trousseau 
Hospital. 

THE Lords Commissioners of the Treasury have authorised 
an extension of Sir William Flower's term of office as Director 
of the Natural History Departments of the British Museum for 
three years from the expiration of his retirement date under the 
age regulation of the Civil Service. 

PROF. W. W. HENDRICKSON, head of the department of 
mathematics at the Naval Academy at Annapolis, baE, says 
Scimce, been appointed superintendent of the American 
Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, in succession to Prof. Simon 
Newcomb. The retirement of Prof. Newcomb, on reaching the 
age limit fixed by the naval authorities, has called forth many 
notices in appreciation of his great contributions to science. 

THE sixty-ninth annual meeting of the great German Asso
ciation of Naturforscher und Aerzte will, it is announced, 
be held this year at Brunswick, from September 20 to 25. The 
work will be distributed among thirty-three sections, being an 
increase of three as compared with previous years. One of the 
new sections is apportioned to anthropology and ethnology, 
another to scientific photography, and the third to geodesy and 
cartography. 

LORD LISTER will preside at the anniversary dinner of the 
Literary Fund on May 5· 

THE King of Denmark has conferred upon Dr. Nansen the 
Gold Medal of Merit with the Royal Crown. 

A set of the Challenger Reports has been pre
sented to Dr. Nansen in recognition of the eminent services 
which he has rendered to the cause of scientific exploration in 
high latitudes by his recent expedition in the Fram. 

WE regret to have to record the deaths of the following men 
of science :-Dr. de Marbaix, founder and some time director 
of the Bacteriological Institute of Boma ; Dr. Siuku Sakaki, 
professor of psychology in the University of Tokio. 

WE notice with much regret the annonncement of the death of 
Prof. E. D. Cope, professor of zoology and comparative anatomy 
in the University of Pennsylvania. 

WE note with the highest satisfaction the complimentary 
remarks which the Colonial Secretary, Mr. Chamberlain, made 
in the House of Commons on Friday, with reference to the 
Royal Gardens, Kew. When the vote of II2,291I. for Royal 
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